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The past year has shown us that beliefs and identities are becoming entrenched as 
more Americans feel obligated to take a position on what’s happening in the world 
around them. Whether by joining together with neighbors to rebuild after a hurricane 
or fire, or by taking to the streets to make their voices heard on the issues that matter 
most, new forms of community are developing in the real and digital worlds.

Technology is playing a key role in facilitating the exchange of information that 
allows the strongest ideas to coalesce and help shape the future. And the innovations 
that may have the greatest impact on daily life are coming from all over the country, 
not just the coasts. Telemedicine, a technology providing access to quality healthcare 
while lowering costs, was proven out in Montana, not Manhattan. Autonomous driv-
ing research and development efforts for an industry-leading ride sharing company is 
based in Pittsburgh, not Palo Alto.
The technology that connects us has also created new challenges in how we explore 
the unknown. Algorithms designed to show users more of what they like are rein-
forcing existing viewpoints instead of providing exposure to new ones. The diversity, 
vibrancy, and nuance that defines communities often gets lost at the expense of 
convenience and clickability.
To understand the real impact of these changes, there is no better place to look than 
the American family. Families across the country are innovating everyday as they 
adapt to the generational, macroeconomic, and technological shifts affecting them, 
all the while navigating the time pressures of daily life. As the US economy nears 
full employment, time with family is becoming the most precious commodity. In this 
edition of the American Family report, Walmart and Quid look at how American 
families are both driving change and evolving by adapting to the challenges and 
opportunities of the world around them.
By analyzing customer transaction data from its 140 million weekly shoppers around 
the country, Walmart identified the following trends and the generational, geograph-
ic, and socioeconomic forces at work behind them. Quid complemented this by 
leveraging its artificial intelligence and natural language processing technologies to 
analyze hundreds of thousands of unstructured data sources, including top-tier news 
outlets, trade journals, lifestyle blogs, along with funding trends for privately funded 
businesses. Looking to 2018, the data has surfaced four new trends that will shape 
life for American families in the next year and beyond: 

 PARENTS AND PETS FIRST, KIDS CAN WAIT
Compared to previous generations, Millennials are far more 
likely to live with their parents or be indulgent pet parents.

ON-DEMAND EVERYTHING
New technologies are giving families more flexibility and     
convenience at work and at play. 

COLLECTIVE WELLNESS
Personal and collective well-being has become a priority, and 
there is an increased expectation of transparency into products.

SHORT ON TIME, BUT NOT ON FLAVOR
Foods that offer the convenience and diverse flavors that 
families want are on the rise.

INTRODUCTION



FAMI L I ES  ARE  BUS I ER 
AND MORE  INNOVAT IVE 
THAN EVER .

“AMERICAN FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES ARE 
UNDERGOING RAPID TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE 
WAY THEY LIVE, WORK AND SHOP. THE NEEDS 
OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY ARE CHANGING AS 
NEW TECHNOLOGIES SHAPE THEIR DAILY LIVES, 
WHETHER THEY ARE IN THE HEART OF AMERICA 
OR ALONG THE COASTS. WITH OUR PRESENCE IN 
COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY, WE ARE  
WORKING HARD  TO UNDERSTAND AND EMBRACE 
THESE CHANGES AND TO ENSURE THE NEEDS OF 
THESE BUSY FAMILIES ARE MET NOT JUST TODAY, 
BUT TOMORROW.”
-DOUG MCMILLON, CEO OF WALMART
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have their own home, it’s a celebrated event. 
Brittany W., a mother of two, said, “In 2018 
we’re moving into a house of our own. That 
is going to be a huge thing for us. Every-
thing will be different for our family of four.”

While Americans have always been pet lov-
ers, Millennials are taking pet care to a new 
level of indulgence as pets are increasingly 
viewed as members of the family. When Mi-
chael B. was asked to describe his family, he 
included his dog, and said, “In my family, 
it’s myself, my wife Maria, and my pitbull 
mix Norman who is 7 years old...We love 
bringing our dog on trips because our family 
stays close and connected together.” With 
this change in the families’ mindset, overall 
pet spending has increased by 15% since 
2015, reaching almost $70 billion in 2017.  
Pet costumes alone are a market worth $440 
million and $700 million of private invest-
ment has poured in to pet-focused compa-
nies founded in the past ten years. Pet sitting 
platforms DogVacay and Rover alone have 
amassed over $200 million in investment.

Healthy meals are no longer just for par-
ents and kids, but for the animal compan-
ions as well. Millennials are more likely to 
use supplements and vitamins to boost the 
health of their pets. While pet supplements 
and vitamins are relatively new, Walmart 

It’s well reported that Millennial families 
are increasingly racially diverse, multigen-
erational or single-parent households that 
face different situations than prior gener-
ations. Overall, Millennials are increas-
ingly shaped by the after-effects of a deep 
recession, leading them to have lower 
homeownership rates, focus more on pets 
and parents, and ultimately delay parent-
hood compared to previous generations. 

Millennials are putting off having children 
longer than previous generations. In fact, 
birth rates for women in their early 30s are 
the highest they have been since 1964.1  
Much of this can be attributed to the stresses 
Millennials face from the Great Recession. 
The effects of it can still be seen in the media 
narrative on Millennials: over 40% of news 
coverage of Millennials in 2017 focuses on 
financial or career stresses, according to a 
recent Quid analysis. The most significant 
stress is homeownership rates: in 1995, 
39% of under 35-year-olds owned a home. 
That plummeted to 31% in 2015.2 Walmart’s 
transaction data shows that Baby Boomers 
spend three times as much as the next closest 
generation, both online and in-store. While 
some of that is certainly because Boomers 
are more established, it also is evidence of 
the Millennials’ spendthrift habits shaped 
by a deep recession, mounting student loan 
debt, and increasing home prices. For those 
Millennials who do have an opportunity to 

has seen strong sales growth in this area. 

On a regional basis, Walmart sales of premi-
um pet products is correlated with pet owner-
ship. Sales growth was strongest in the West, 
led by Washington and Oregon, followed 
by the Mountain region, led by New Mexico 
and Colorado. Geographically, Americans 
in the West are more likely to be pet owners 
than Midwesterners by 10 points.3  This may 
be because the Mountain West is more rural, 
allowing more room for pets, and the Pacif-
ic West is also wealthier than the Midwest.

Another deviation from the past is that Mil-
lennials are increasingly living with their 
Baby Boomer parents. About 31% of 18-34 
year-olds live at home, which is 20% more 
than Baby Boomers did in the 1970s. The 
South and the West, in particular, have larg-
er numbers of multigenerational families and 
Millenials living with parents, which may 
explain why Walmart has seen an uptick 
in purchases of premium air mattresses as 
a means to accomodate larger families in 
these regions.4  While Millennials frequently 
pick up online purchases in-store, they are 
notably underrepresented in Walmart’s on-
line grocery pickup services which is anoth-
er indication of parents taking care of gro-
ceries for Millennials living at home.  Part 
of this trend of living at home is driven by 

TREND 01
PARENTS  AND 
PETS  F I RST, 
K IDS  CAN WAI T

Walmart sales data shows 
that Baby Boomers spend 
three times as much as the 
next closest generation.

$700M of private 
investment has poured in 
to pet-focused companies.

About 31% of Millennials 
live at home, which is 20% 
more than Baby Boomers 
did in the 1970s. 

Millennials are far more likely 
to live with their parents or 
be indulgent pet parents.
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OVER  40% OF  MED IA  COVERAGE  IN  2017  ON M I L L ENNIALS  FOCUSES 
ON F INANCE  AND CAREER  I SSUES  SUCH  AS  PROFESS IONAL 
DEVE LOPMENT,  HOMEOWNERSH IP,  AND  PERSONAL  F INANCE  T I PS .

Personal Finance (14%)
Travel + Vehicles (6%)

Food Habits (7%)

Shopping (8%)

Entertainment (15%)

Family + Spiritual (7%)

Career + Workplace (12%)

Health + Medical (4%)

Homeownership (17%)

Network of 3,974 stories on Millennials 
from Nov. 2016 to Nov. 2017. Colored 
by Theme. Nodes represent unique 
stories.

Politics (10%)

the need to care for parents; Millennials now 
make up a quarter of all caregivers.  Howev-
er, the most commonly cited reason to stay at 
home is to save money.6  Considering the ris-
ing cost of homeownership, this may be one 
way to save up for an initial down payment.
For older Millennials in their 30s that are 
having children, Walmart’s transactions 

show that Baby Boomer grandparents 
are helping pick up the tab for diapers 
and other items for infants. Baby Boom-
ers purchased the most infant essentials 
at Walmart stores in West Virginia, Ohio, 
Indiana, and Virginia, suggesting grand-
parents may be particularly active in pro-
viding support in these areas. Overall, a 

record number of Americans live in these 
multigenerational households, and this has 
increased over the past years for all ethnic-
ities. However, Whites are the least likely 
ethnic group to live in multigenerational 
households compared to almost a quarter 
of Asian, Hispanic, and Black households.7 



About 80% of 18 to 29-year-olds have pur-
chased an item with their phone  instead 
of driving to the store, finding parking, 
and searching for it there. But even when 
Americans are in a store, mobile con-
tent still influences their decisions. About 
64% of all in-store purchases are influ-
enced by mobile content through reviews, 
price-matching, and additional product 
research.8 Payment apps have even ac-
celerated the checkout process at stores. 

The intersection between digital and phys-
ical stores is becoming more common with 
the growth in site-to-store sales. Walmart 
Online Grocery Pickup has expanded to 
over 1,000 stores. And about a third of 
all US consumers tried store pickup for on-
line purchases in 2015, and that grew to 
half of all consumers in 2017. At Walmart, 
much of these are large items such as TVs, 
video game consoles, or ride-on toys. Inter-
estingly, it’s typically Generation X or Baby 
Boomers who are purchasing these items 
online and picking them up, suggesting Mil-
lennials may prefer a full digital experience. 

These evolutions have been slower to devel-
op in rural areas. Compared to suburban 
and urban areas, rural shoppers are less 
likely to say they only shop online.9  Looking 
through another lens, phones can be even 
more important for lower-income families. 

While only 5% of households with annual 
incomes of $75,000 or more lack broad-
band access at home and rely solely on 
smartphones, about 20% of families with 
under $30,000 in income do so, as they 
are unable to afford both home broad-
band and smartphone data subscriptions.10

Entertainment has also been transformed by 
mobile devices because they allow people 
to stream TV or play games anywhere. By 
the end of 2017, 30 million households are 
expected to have no cable or TV subscrip-
tion service, which is about the number of 
households in California, Texas, and Florida 
combined.11  Aside from videos, the average 
American adult spends 26 minutes a day on 
social network apps and another 23 minutes 
a day playing mobile games. Even at work, 
it is estimated that employees spend almost 
an hour each day using their phone for non-

work activities, potentially putting a damper 
on productivity.12  To put this in perspec-
tive, an American adult spends only about 
39 minutes a day socializing in-person.13 

Not only are phones transforming entertain-
ment, they are also driving changes in the 
future of work. As of 2017, about 4 million 
Americans use their phone to work for Uber, 
Lyft, and other on-demand services—more 
than the top five largest employers in the 
US combined.14  By 2020, this number is 
expected to double to 8 million Americans 
employed by the gig economy. And com-
pared to other technological developments, 
the workers in this type of work are a relative 
reflection of American diversity. About 64% 
of gig workers are White compared to 61% 
in the national population, 11% Black com-
pared to 13% nationwide, and 7% Asian 
compared to 6% across the US.15  However, 
the users of ride-hailing services are more ho-
mogenous: college graduates are five times 
more likely to be users than non-graduates. 
Further, users are more likely to be young, live 
in an urban area, and be relatively affluent.16

The rapid expansion of conversational com-
merce through voice assistants suggests that 
the new frontier may be entirely screenless. 
According to Google, approximately 20% 
of online searches were made using voice 
in 2016.17 Further, over half a billion in in-
vestment funding went to companies apply-
ing artificial intelligence to voice in 2017. 

47% of surveyed Walmart 
shoppers use Walmart Pay 
every time that they can.

About 20% of families 
making less than $30,000 
annually rely solely on 
smartphones for internet 
access.

Families are more 
connected at work and 
at play.

ON-DEMAND EVERYTH ING

TREND 02
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THE  NUMBER  OF  PR IVATE  INVESTMENT  EVENTS  FOR  ART I F IC IA L  INTE L L I -
GENCE  COMPANIES  FOCUSED  ON VO ICE  NEARLY  DOUBLED  FROM 2013  TO 
2017 .  OVER  $600M WAS  INVESTED  IN  THE  SPACE  IN  2017 .

Timeline of private investment events for AI and voice companies.
Private investment events from 2013 - 2017.
$1.8 billion in private investment represented.
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31

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

49 47
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Sales in smart assistants have exploded 
over the past year both online and in-store 
at Walmart, with Google Home driving 
much of that growth. Voice assistants are 
now seen from the living room to the kitch-
en, making paper cookbooks look down-
right anachronistic. Louise Bishop, mother 

of two, and writer at MomStart, said 
the recipe app on her smart fridge is 
her favorite. “This has to be my daugh-
ter’s favorite app. She loves looking 
through the recipes and finding one to 
cook. The recipe suggestions come with 
voice read-out and text enlargement.”18 

Over $600 million in 
investment went to 
companies applying 
ar tificial intelligence to 
voice in 2017.



Quid’s analysis of the wellness space found 
that companies bringing natural personal 
care products to the mainstream have raised 
more than $1 billion. Expanding digital chan-
nels may be a good bet; body care sales on 
Walmart.com have doubled in the past year. 

While parents are using much-needed “me 
time” to focus on self-care, families are 
also increasingly pursuing wellness togeth-
er. Consumers consider spending time with 
friends and family a top contributor to well-
ness20, and one of the main ways families 
spend quality time together is on vacations. 
Over the past year, the number of Americans 
planning to take three or more vacations has 
increased substantially; the 28% of family 
travelers who will take three or more trips this 
year is 13 points higher than it was in 2016.21  
Melody G., mother of five, says traveling is 
one of her family’s favorite activities, “We 
love to explore and go see new places. Ev-
ery summer we pick somewhere new to go.”

The allure of the great outdoors and its asso-
ciation with low stress and healthy activities 
has more families spending their vacation 
time connecting with nature. According to 
the 2017 North American Camping Report, 
37 million US households camped at least 
once last year, with 14 million households 
camping 3 or more times and 13 million 
households expecting to camp more in the 
next year. Interestingly, while de-stressing 
and disconnecting is a top motivator for 

With more pressures facing families to-
day, collective health and well-being has 
become a priority. From using products 
with natural ingredients to  spending more 
time outdoors, families are blending more 
and more wellness activities into their reg-
ular routines. Health services, products, 
and support groups that used to be a 
county or subway station away are avail-
able on-demand in the home with the help 
of smart assistants and mobile devices.

The athleisure movement embodies the idea 
that wellness isn’t limited to spending a cou-
ple hours in the gym, it’s an integral and en-
joyable part of everyday life. The growth in 
this category reflects mainstream interest—
athleisure represented a $46 billion market 
in 2016 that’s expected to expand to $83 bil-
lion by 2020.19  Walmart’s transaction data 
shows that online sales of yoga mats and ac-
cessories have increased by over 20% in the 
past year. The South is growing the fastest in 
this area by multiple percentage points over 
the next fastest region, driven by states such 
as Georgia and North Carolina, followed 
closely by South Carolina and Kentucky.
People don’t just want to look better, they 
want to feel better, too. Demand for natu-
ral products that are good for the body and 
the environment has never been stronger. 
In response, companies are eliminating 
harsh chemicals and providing customers 
more transparency into their ingredients. 
Walmart sales data reflects the trend, with 
sales of natural face and body care prod-
ucts up by nearly 30% this year, and growth 
in charcoal-based cleansers reaching 15%. 
It’s not only consumers that are paying more 
attention to personal care, but also investors. 

campers, 37% of US campers said that 
increased access to Wi-Fi and email has 
helped them take longer camping trips. 

Camping has become more popular with 
Hispanics, Blacks, and Asians, groups that 
now represent about 25% of all campers, 
up from about 12% in 2012. Camping re-
mains most popular in western states (west 
of Montana and New Mexico), with 67% 
of households reporting that they camp 
occasionally, versus 60% in the Midwest, 
59% in the South, and 56% in the North-
east. And they’re not just sitting by the fire 
eating s’mores—mountain biking, hiking, 
and canoeing have all grown in popularity 
since 2014.22  Walmart’s sales data con-
firms the trend, showing strong sales growth 
in camping, hiking, and RV products in the 
past year, with the highest growth com-
ing from the Mountain and West regions, 
led by Arizona, Colorado, and Nevada. 

At the same time, families have realized 
that they can enjoy the benefits of outdoor 
activities even if they don’t have enough 
time for a getaway. Leticia B., a mother 
of two, writes that short a morning run on 
her own is just what the doctor ordered, 
“triggering much needed endorphins, nat-
ural feel-good chemicals that lift our mood 
and promote overall well-being.”23  For 
those that can’t leave the backyard, a few 
minutes in a hammock can help recharge 
from the bustle of family life. This appears 
to have caught on, as Walmart has seen 
considerable growth in hammock sales. 

Walmart’s online sales of 
yoga mats are up by 20%.

Over $1 billion has been 
invested in natural wellness 
companies.

37 million US households 
camped last year.

COLLECT IVE 
WEL LNESS
Personal and collective 
well-being has become a 
priority, and there is an 
increased expectation of 
transparency into products.

TREND 03



Network of 1,050 wellness companies.
Nodes represent categories.  Nodes sized by number of companies.
$17.8 billion in investment represented.

Wearables & Sensors (9%)

Healthy Eating
Social Platforms (6%)

Employee Health Plans (4%)

Coaching & Engagement 
(7%)

Assisted Living & 
Monitors (7%)

Diagnostics (7%)

Corporate Wellness &
Behavior Change (7%)

Vitamins & Nutritional 
Supplements (7%)

Mental Health (4%)

Clinical Care 
& Telemedicine
(9%)

Health Foods & 
Beverages (5%)

Rehabilitation & 
Fitness (5%)

COMPANIES  IN  THE  WEL LNESS  SPACE  HAVE  ATTRACTED  NEARLY  $18 
B I L L ION IN  FUND ING,  EXPAND ING ACCESS  TO  H IGH  QUAL I TY 
HEALTHCARE  OFFER INGS . 

Technology is playing a critical role in de-
mocratizing wellness. Offerings that were 
once only available in luxury or clinical set-
tings are now being delivered by technolo-
gy. A Quid analysis of the wellness space 
showed that the funding for these companies 
reached nearly $18 billion in 2017. The 
areas that attracted the most investments 
were bridging the consumer and clinical 
spaces, like wearables and diagnostics. 
Technology-enabled services like telehealth 
are positioned to grow; initial implementa-
tions have shown promising results as the 
reimbursement landscape expands beyond 
rural areas, and smart assistant applications 

are developed. In 2014, Montana, the 4th 
largest state by area but the 44th largest by 
population, became one of the first to intro-
duce reimbursement parity for telemedicine 
and has since expanded its legislative efforts 
to cover telehealth services.24  Urban settings 
could be the next frontier for telemedicine, 
as access to healthcare in urban areas can 
be just as limited as in rural areas.25  The 
expansion of smart assistants will accelerate 
the growth of telehealth, as more applica-
tions for chronic condition monitoring and 
health information are launched.  

Since families are busier than ever, time for 
rest and recovery has become more valu-
able. The demand for improved rest has 

led to a dramatic expansion in the sleep 
and relaxation marketplace. Walmart’s 
analysis of its home product sales showed 
increases in sales of relaxation products 
including aromatherapy, scented candles, 
and at-home spa products. The market for 
connected devices to improve sleep is worth 
an estimated $5 billion, potentially helping 
the 80% of Americans who do not get ad-
equate sleep.26 Online direct-to-consumer 
mattress sales have grown rapidly by of-
fering dreamy digital experiences that are 
more comfortable than the mattress store 
sales floor. In addition, smart bed and pil-
low manufacturers have emerged, offering 
devices that connect with other applianc-
es like thermostats and coffee machines.

Health Clubs (5%)
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Wellness Platforms 
& Scheduling (3%)

Population & Health 
Analytics (6%)

Hair & Skincare (6%)

Pets (3%)



Preparing home-cooked meals every week-
night remains a priority for over 70% of 
American families.27  Melody G. said, 
“We always sit down around the table 
and have dinner together. I feel it’s im-
portant that way we can all connect, talk 
to one another, and spend time together 
as a family.” The only snag is that meal 
time is getting squeezed. That doesn’t 
mean families are compromising on flavor. 

Families are getting more organized and 
creative to whip up meals faster. To get din-
ner done in time and keep increasingly so-
phisticated palates happy, more than 40% 
of Americans now buy food that is ready-
to-eat or ready-to-heat. That doesn’t mean 
they’re stuck with the TV dinners of yore, as 
there is more choice than ever in the “gro-
cerant” section.28  Every component of the 
family meal is now available freshly pre-
pared, from rotisserie chickens to fresh sal-
ads and hand-made desserts. In 2016, this 
section of all grocers was visited 2.4 billion 
times, equating to $10 billion in sales.29  By 
speeding preparation time, families have 
spent fewer hours a year over a hot stove, 
or a microwave. Walmart sales data shows 
that Millennials, in particular, prefer leaner 
non-frozen meats, opting for chicken and 
turkey over pork and beef for fresh meals. 

A big trendsetter is the influence of multicul-
turalism on our palettes. As people contin-
ue experimenting with flavors from all over 
the world, American family meals are more 
often infused with global flavors. Multicul-
tural families, including Hispanics, African 
Americans, and Asian-Americans, represent 
92% of the population growth in America 
and their use of distinctive flavor combina-
tions are the recipe for mainstream trends.30  

Remember when Sriracha blew up? Once 
a condiment at mom-and-pop Vietnamese 
restaurants, it’s now on all our tables. To-
day, Hispanic cuisine is also being served 
by more non-Hispanic American Families, 

and salsa has outsold ketchup for years. 

Similarly, tortilla chip sales are also grow-
ing faster than potato chips. Millennials 
have played an important role in bringing 
multicultural fare to the mainstream, with 
over 40% of this group coming from a mul-
ticultural background.31 Walmart’s trans-
action data shows that Millennials have 
been driving the adoption of international 
flavors more than any other generation, 
with purchases of salsa and tortilla chips 
for millennials outpacing that of ketchup 
and potato chips for Baby Boomers. Asian 
flavors are still hot too, as fish sauce and 
ginger have become mainstream foods. 

Given the time pressure families feel, it’s un-
surprising that they still love comforting, indul-
gent snacks and drinks. Sales of ice cream, 
spirits, wine, and salty snacks all grew by 4% 
to 5% at measured retail channels in 201632 
— that’s three times the overall growth in 
the US consumer packaged goods industry. 
Today, 21% of consumers snack more than 
they did five years ago.33 Walmart data con-
firms this trend, with increased snack sales 

SHORT  ON T IME , 
BUT  NOT 
ON F LAVOR

across the board for all generations. That 
said, Walmart sales data also showed that 
older generations are choosing sugar-free 
snacks, reflecting increased concern for well-
ness and chronic conditions like diabetes. 

Set meal times were once seen as a good 
thing, but people are more often eating out-
side of traditional meal times to fuel their 
busy lives. When it comes to snacking, con-
venience is the expectation and efficiency 
is the goal. Kiran S., mother of four, said, 
“When it comes to school snacks and lunch-
es, we all have the best intentions. But the 
reality is, packaged products do happen on 
occasion. Busy weeknights and half-emp-
ty refrigerators are a reality; it happens 
to the best of us.”34  Families want snacks 
to be fast, healthy, and great tasting. This 
may not be as impossible as it sounds. In 
search for the perfect healthy snack, some 
interesting products are emerging, includ-
ing takes on old favorites like low-calorie 
popcorn, cookies made from plant proteins, 
and snacks merging healthy ingredients with 
slightly more indulgent ones like avocado 
and chocolate. Perhaps American families 
really can have their cake and eat it, too.

70% of families prefer to 
cook every night.

Snack sales grew 3 times 
faster than the consumer 
packaged goods industry.

Walmart’s salsa and 
tortilla chip sales are 
outpacing ketchup & potato 
chip sales for Millennials.

Foods that offer the conve-
nience and diverse flavors that 
families want are on the rise.

TREND 04
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Scatterplot of 59 food companies aggregated into 12 categories. 
Nodes represent categories. Nodes sized by number of companies.
Companies selected based on investment from top venture capital firms.
$3.3 billion in investment represented.

Plant Based Foods
$837.3M

Restaurant + Grocery Delivery
$1.3B

Meal Kits
$363.6M

Corporate Catering 
$117.0M

Prepped Meals
$204.2M

Online Marketplaces 
$80.0M

Robots + Vending Machines
$15.5M

Recipes
$30.5M

OVER $3 BILLION HAS BEEN INVESTED IN 63 INNOVATIVE FOOD COMPANIES, 
ALL OF WHICH ALSO RAISED FUNDING FROM TOP VENTURE CAPITAL FIRMS. 
SPECIFICALLY, PLANT-BASED FOODS AND RESTAURANT/GROCERY DELIVERY 
COMPANIES RECEIVED THE MOST FUNDING.
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In an environment that is constantly changing and seemingly less and less predict-
able, the American family has shown its ability to adapt and innovate. Despite contin-
ued financial pressures and delayed home buying timelines, the Millennial generation 
continues to adapt, often with the help of their parents. As mobile devices and smart 
assistants leave fewer aspects of daily life untouched, families have adopted a range 
of technologies that bring flexibility to the home and to work, whether it be to save 
time in the checkout lane or to work a gig for a few hours to help make ends meet. In 
response to all of these pressures, more families are prioritizing collective wellbeing 
and finding new ways to connect with nature. Although meal times continue to get 
crunched, families are increasingly choosing fresh ingredients and diverse flavors 
over the most expedient ones.

As generational, macroeconomic, and technological shifts evolve, so too will daily life 
for American families. The dynamics that have led more Americans to develop their 
voices to publicly express themselves in the past year are the same ones that should 
encourage community leaders and policymakers to listen more closely. Services and 
offerings that acknowledge the needs of the family of today, while anticipating the 
needs of the families of tomorrow, will be the ones that best empower the American 
family to adapt and thrive in our changing world, and encourage innovation from all 
corners of the country.

CONCLUSION



Walmart, the world’s largest retailer, and Quid, a San 
Francisco-based artificial intelligence company, part-
nered to provide insight into the most impactful trends 
facing American families. Walmart and Quid focused 
on 4 key areas to surface trends facing the American 
Family:

1.  Who is the American Family?
2.  How is American Family spending time?
3.  What is the American Family spending money on?
4.  How is the American Family shopping?

By leveraging cutting-edge approaches to natural lan-
guage processing, Quid reads millions of news articles, 
blog posts, and company profiles to identify salient 
trends. Quid augmented this public narrative with invest-
ment data, capturing and providing context for the most 
resonant trends at scale. 

After analyzing consumer transaction data and insights 
from Walmart executives, Walmart identified four trends 
that are representative of the experience of its 140 mil-
lion weekly shoppers. Quid further supplemented this by 
analyzing hundreds of thousands of open source discus-
sions, mining authentic voices from places like parenting 
blogs. 

The fusion of unstructured text analysis with sales data 
from America’s largest retailer provides a robust and 
unique insight into the top trends affecting families. 
While the resulting analysis uncovered dozens of in-
sights, Quid and Walmart focused on the four trends ex-
pected to have the greatest impact on American families.

METHODOLOGY

“WE HAVE NEVER HAD MORE PUBLIC 
INFORMATION TO REVEAL THE SHIFTING 
DEMANDS ON THE FAMILY, AND IT HAS 
NEVER BEEN MORE IMPORTANT FOR 
GOVERNMENTS AND COMPANIES TO 
UNDERSTAND THESE CHANGES.”
-BOB GOODSON, CEO AND FOUNDER OF QUID
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Families are still too busy to get sick, and daily hab-
its focusing on wellness are continuing to expand into 
the mainstream. Throughout 2017, Walmart sales of 
organic products continued to climb, and the number 
of organic products available at Walmart increased 
by over 15%. While 2017 data showed trends to-
wards cooking with immunity-boosting ingredients like 
garlic and ginger, the past year revealed that these 
sorts of foods have grown from a preference into an 
expectation. The new data also shows a greater en-
joyment of outdoor activities that boost well-being.

Last year, meal kits emerged as one of the top new 
options for winning the family dinner. Over the past 
year, this category has expanded, with current pro-
jections of 20% annual sales growth through 2022.36 

This year, the data shows that more men are cooking 
too. From 2003 to 2016, the share of American men 
cooking on an average day grew from 25% to 45%.37 

The digital parenting trend continues to raise parents’ 
concerns about their children’s screen time. In 2013, 
children under 8 spent 15 minutes a day staring at a 
mobile screen, but now they spend about 48 minutes a 
day.38  To counter the increasing prevalence of technol-
ogy, parents continue to use educational toys like STEM 
toys to keep their children entertained and informed. 

The connected home is enjoying an expanded role in 
making daily life easier for American families. Through-
out 2017, Walmart saw rapid growth in the smart as-
sistant category, and remote monitoring remains a top 
desire amongst families. With the wave of Baby Boom-
ers entering retirement,39  monitoring companies help-
ing families support independent living for seniors have 
raised over $2 billion in funding, according to Quid.

Finally, investing in nesting remains a resilient trend, ac-
cording to signals that have emerged over the past year. 
The tide is slowly shifting towards the suburbs, as Ameri-
cans are more likely to live in the suburbs than they were 
in 2000.40  Population growth in big cities has slowed for 
the past 5 years, whereas the greatest population growth 
is now seen in low density suburbs.41 Homeowners are 
buying products to keep their houses looking good and 
smelling clean. Walmart sales of quick cleaners, mops, 
and air freshening products like oil diffusers are up. 

AS  THE  AMER ICAN FAMI LY  HAS  EVOLVED , 

SO  TOO HAVE  THE  TRENDS  IDENT I F I ED  IN  2017 .
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Since last year’s report, it is clear that Americans 
are still seeking ways to save time and money while 
staying healthy. With unemployment rates reach-
ing their lowest point in 17 years, time is growing 
increasingly scarce for American families.35  A 
glimpse at a year of additional data reveals how 
the five trends identified in 2017 have evolved:

2017 
TRENDS
REVISITED

1. Too Busy to Get Sick

2. Winning the Family Dinner

3. Digital Parenting

4. Connected Home

5. Investing in Nesting
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